
  

 

CAGNES-SUR-MER - 17 January 

Race 1 

1. GUNNAR LA MESANGE - Below par since resuming in walk-ups but a dual auto-start 

winner. Keep in mind. 

2. GOOD MEC D'HERIPRE - First career success in this discipline two starts back at this venue. 

Could build on that. 

3. GOOD JOB - DQ'd for galloping in a walk-up latest but won on penultimate auto-start. Not 

discounted. 

4. GRIZMAN - Three placings from eight mobile starts. Needs more to be competitive. 

5. GEANT D'OCCAGNES - Yet to win in 13 auto-starts. Other hold stronger claims. 

6. GOLD DE LA COTE - Yet to make the frame in six mobile starts. Others preferred. 

7. GOLD FROM - 1L third in a mobile event at this level on penultimate start. Key player. 

8. GLORIOSO BELLO - 1L winner of a lower grade Cabourg mobile event two back. Needs 

more up in class but plausible. 

9. GENIE D'ATTAQUE - Below par in recent walk-ups but chance returning to this discipline 

having won twice behind the mobile. Thereabouts. 

10. GLADIATOR D'AM - Mixed auto-start form but capable if in the mood. Could go well without 

rear shoes. 

11. GROOVE D'EPLESSIER - One placing from eight walk-ups. Best watched on auto-start 

debut. 

Summary 

GOLD FROM (7) looks one to consider following a good third in a mobile contest in this grade 

two starts ago. Running into form. Key player. GLORIOSO BELLO (8) landed a lower class 

Cabourg auto-start on penultimate outing. Could handle the rise in standard. Another to 

contemplate is GENIE D'ATTAQUE (9) who returns to a favourable discipline after below par 

walk-up efforts. GUNNAR LA MESANGE (1) is out of form but may bounce back returning to a 

mobile race as a dual auto-start winner previously. 

Selections 

GOLD FROM (7) - GLORIOSO BELLO (8) - GENIE D'ATTAQUE (9) - GUNNAR LA 

MESANGE (1)  



  

 

Race 2 

1. GUARDA'S FELLA - In the process of running well prior to DQ in a course mobile event 

latest. Each way. 

2. GENEVE VOIRONS - Dual auto-start winner and won over course and distance third up. 

Player. 

3. GRANDE LIGNERIES - One placing from three auto-starts. Needs to raise her game. 

4. GEISHA D'EM - Midfield effort in a mobile event here three back in this grade. Could sneak 

a place on best form. 

5. GOLDWYN DU BOCAGE - 2L scorer in previous auto-start in lesser company prior to 

moderate walk-up efforts. This a more suitable target. 

6. GUIMAUVE DELB - Unplaced in six auto-starts but shaped okay in this grade three back. 

Others have stronger profiles. 

7. GARDE RAPPROCHEE - Out of form presently including a 9L ninth when last seen in this 

discipline. Tough task. 

8. GRISELDA BLANCO - 3L sixth in this company in a similar Vincennes auto-start 17 days 

previously. Can grab a placing. 

9. GALACTIQUE BOND - Fair reappearance third in a course walk-up but more needed back 

in this discipline. 

10. GOLDIE DRY - DQ'd on previous four auto-starts doesn't inspire confidence. Leap of faith 

required. 

11. GAZELLE D'AVRIL - One placing from eight auto-starts and hard to enthuse after lengthy 

absence. 

Summary 

GENEVE VOIRONS (2) arrives as a dual auto-start winner who has triumphed over course and 

distance previously. Expect a forward showing. GOLDWYN DU BOCAGE (5) could finish in the 

money if able to replicate previous good auto-start form prior to below par walk-up runs. 

Thereabouts. GUARDA'S FELLA (1) holds an each way chance if hitting top stride. GRISELDA 

BLANCO (8) isn't without hope after finishing 3L behind the winner in a similar Vincennes 

contest. Place option. 

Selections 

GENEVE VOIRONS (2) - GOLDWYN DU BOCAGE (5) - GUARDA'S FELLA (1) - 

GRISELDA BLANCO (8)  



  

 

Race 3 

1. FAUBOURG DU PERCHE - Breakthrough auto-start success by 1L in easier company at 

this venue 21 days ago. Could replicate against similar opposition. 

2. FITZROY - Fair efforts in previous three outings in this grade and discipline. Place contender. 

3. FERIA DE BUSSET - Improved in walk-ups since resuming and returns to auto-starts with 

an each way chance racing without shoes. 

4. FRAGON D'AVIGNERE - Unlucky when DQ'd late in a course auto-start on penultimate 

outing prior to down the field effort latest. Others more persuasive. 

5. FORJAN - Dual auto-start winner returning to this discipline after a decent mounted spell. 

Interesting. 

6. FALCO FUN - Determined class E mobile scorer latest. One of the more likely types raised 

in class. 

7. FALCO DE VANDEL - Yet to fizz since resuming. Needs improvement third up to make the 

frame. 

8. FOR LOVE - Well beaten in a course walk-up on reappearance. Needs to strip fitter to be in 

with a shout second up. 

9. FALCO DE JUMILLY - Won two auto-starts early in career but not progressed since 

resuming. Others preferred. 

10. FELIN DE CHRISTAL - 1L scorer on penultimate mobile outing but firmly put in place upped 

in class latest. Set for minor role. 

11. FOKINO VEDAQUAIS - Unplaced in four auto-starts. Could strip fitter second up. 

Summary 

FAUBOURG DU PERCHE (1) may improve following a breakthrough auto-start success in this 

grade here. Strong chance of replicating. FERIA DE BUSSET (3) is one to note after showing 

progress since resuming in walk-ups. Switch to a mobile event might spark a better effort racing 

barefoot. FORJAN (5) catches the eye after two good mounted runs having won twice in this 

discipline previously. FITZROY (2) shapes as one for the placings. 

Selections 

FAUBOURG DU PERCHE (1) - FERIA DE BUSSET (3) - FORJAN (5) - FITZROY (2)  



  

 

Race 4 

1. FIDELE MADRIK - DQ'd for galloping latest but has been in tougher heats this term. Class 

dropper. 

2. DERBY DESTIN - DQ's in previous four starts. Hard to recommend. 

3. DIVALLO - Placed in previous two walk-ups but up in grade here. Minor role likely. 

4. DEESSE DU PLESSIS - Down the field in a driven contest at this venue 27 days ago. Doesn't 

appeal switching to this discipline. 

5. EXPRESS LADY - Infrequent auto-start winner but has ran okay in a similar walk-up latest. 

Likely place angle. 

6. DALTAIR DE KIRVA - 2L walk-up winner in better company on penultimate outing. Notable 

runner. 

7. EMIR D'YVEL - Six-time walk-up scorer who performed well in stronger contests prior to 

absence. Forward showing expected. 

8. CRISTAL JIHAIME - Won a minor Saint-Galmier walk-up on reappearance. Needs to 

improve up in grade but plausible. 

9. FLICKA LUCAXELO - All or nothing type who was 6L eighth in a better course walk-up 

latest. May have more to give eased in class. 

10. DJEMBE DU PONT - In poor form but could improve racing without shoes as a previous 

third in this class racing barefoot in September. 

11. DARK SIDE - 3L scorer in this grade on penultimate start and a close runner-up 

subsequently. Top chance. 

12. EASY MAZA - 3L fourth in this grade here 27 days ago. May be able to snatch a place. 

13. DANDY DU BOURG - Decent auto-start form this campaign but reservations about coming 

back to a walk-up. 

Summary 

DARK SIDE (11) produced a 3L win in this class two races ago. Maintained form and rates a 

strong chance to return to the winners enclosure. DALTAIR DE KIRVA (6) is on the shortlist 

following a 2L walk-up success among stronger company on penultimate outing. Notable 

runner. EMIR D'YVEL (7) might be able to challenge for a podium position if stripping fitter 

second up. FIDELE MADRIK (1) holds place claims in this easier heat. 

Selections 

DARK SIDE (11) - DALTAIR DE KIRVA (6) - EMIR D'YVEL (7) - FIDELE MADRIK (1)  



  

 

Race 5 

1. DJANGO WINNER - In contention when a late DQ here last month. Could play a part in the 

finish. 

2. DAZZLE JET - Narrowly denied in this class of auto-start here 27 days ago. Top chance. 

3. BIG BOSS DU JAS - Plenty to prove after heavy defeat when last seen in an auto-start and 

returning from a break. 

4. BELLONE SPECIALE - Not shown any spark in walk-ups since returning from a break. 

Needs switch to this discipline to improve form. 

5. CANDIDO GES - Two placings from seven auto-starts. Others preferred. 

6. COOBYA ANGANO - One win from 52 auto-starts but has placed form in this grade. Others 

preferred. 

7. EUSEBIO D'HERIPRE - Progressive auto-start performer who was a 2L scorer in better 

company two weeks ago. Key player. 

8. BICETRE - Gone close in previous three auto-starts at this track. Each way shout. 

9. CYRANO DU CHATELET - No worthwhile form this term including two DQ's since resuming. 

Best watched. 

10. BRUME DE LUNES - In-form performer with two placings in last two auto-starts. Frame 

contender racing barefoot. 

11. BEST OF CHANLECY - One placing from 28 auto-starts. Easily dismissed. 

12. DUC DE CLARBEC - 8L seventh in an amateur driven Vincennes contest 11 days ago. 

Others have stronger form. 

Summary 

DAZZLE JET (2) was narrowly denied in this class tackling an auto-start. Looks poised for 

another bold display against similar opposition. Top chance. EUSEBIO D'HERIPRE (7) must 

enter calculations following a commanding 2L victory in a stronger mobile event last start. 

Player. BICETRE (8) wasn't beaten far in three previous course auto-starts. Keep in mind to 

make the frame. BRUME DE LUNES (10) might run into a placing racing barefoot. 

Selections 

DAZZLE JET (2) - EUSEBIO D'HERIPRE (7) - BICETRE (8) - BRUME DE LUNES (10)  



  

 

Race 6 

1. HOLEO DE BERTRANGE - One placing from 12 starts and down the field in an easier walk-

up here nine days ago. Unlikely to feature. 

2. HOUBLON - 16L third in a lower grade over course and distance two back. Needs to raise 

game. 

3. HOOLIGAN OF FEE - Good first two efforts prior to blip when DQ latest. Not to be written 

off. 

4. HEAGLE ONE - In and out performer who retains ability when on a going day. Consider. 

5. HUSSARDWICZ - 5L runner-up here prior to a disappointing DQ latest. Could go well. 

6. HARY DES DAGARDES - Won at this level prior to absence. Three straight DQ's since 

resuming temper confidence. 

7. HILTON DREAM - 4L fourth when last seen in this grade. May be up to placing returning to 

a walk-up. 

8. HUGO DU CHATELET - Two wins from three walk-ups including a victory at this level. 

Should strip fitter for DQ effort latest. Go well. 

9. HARISTIDE LOUIS - Three straight placings in similar walk-up company. Could be in the 

money again. 

10. HIGH ROCK - Two placings in walk-ups thus far but may need this after an absence. 

11. HORUS DES CHAMPS - Went close in an auto-start in this class on penultimate outing 

prior to a poor run in this discipline. Others more reliable. 

12. HARPER DU FER - Three good auto-start efforts prior to a DQ on first start in a walk-up on 

reappearance. Needs progress. 

Summary 

HEAGLE ONE (4) comes with the ability to be a strong challenger if on a going day. All or 

nothing and one to consider here. HUSSARDWICZ (5) proved disappointing with a DQ in latest 

but ran a sound 5L runner-up in a course walk-up previously. Frame challenger. HUGO DU 

CHATELET (8) might strip fitter for recent DQ and boasts two wins in this discipline including 

at this level. Go well. HOOLIGAN OF FEE (3) is unexposed after a few starts. Consider with 

progress possible. 

Selections 

HEAGLE ONE (4) - HUSSARDWICZ (5) - HUGO DU CHATELET (8) - HOOLIGAN OF FEE 

(3)  



  

 

Race 7 

1. CASH DE FAEL - 4L sixth at this level two starts back. Others more persuasive. 

2. BLUE LABEL - Regressive this campaign including a long way behind a few of these rivals here two 

weeks ago. Set for minor role. 

3. BOY DANCER - Dual auto-start winner but not show much recently. Hard to enthuse. 

4. BRASIL DE BAILLY - 1L runner-up in this company on penultimate start. Strong chance in a modest 

field racing barefoot. 

5. CAPITOLE MESLOIS - 1L scorer in this class of auto-start two back and followed up with a walk-up 

success latest. Top chance. 

6. BELLINO D'AUVRECY - 7L sixth in this company 40 days ago. Likely to find a few too good. 

7. BE BOP MESLOIS - Yet to score in 20 auto-starts but a fair third place in a course mobile event two 

weeks ago. Could replicate. 

8. BRUT DE LA COTE - One placing from five auto-starts. Hard to see necessary improvement. 

9. BLACKY DE CAMBRON - Three-time auto-start winner who looks well placed down in grade here. 

Consider. 

10. BANCO DRY - 1L second in a stronger mobile event when last seen in this discipline. Excellent 

opportunity eased significantly in class. 

11. CARNEGIE HALL - 4L fifth behind a few of these rivals here two back. Could challenge for a placing 

without shoes. 

12. CRAZY LOOK - One placing from 11 mobile starts. Look elsewhere. 

13. COZAK DE GRIMOULT - Hard to recommend after just one placing from 18 auto-starts. Class drop 

needs to spark improvement. 

14. BASTINGAGE - Poor form in walk-ups since resuming. May do better racing barefoot back in this 

discipline. 

15. CHOUKI DU BANNEY - Midfield in a weaker walk-up on second outing since resuming. Others have 

sounder chances. 

Summary 

CAPITOLE MESLOIS (5) bids for a hat-trick following a 1L success in this class of auto-start two back 

and a walk-up triumph in latest. Top chance if in the same mood. BRASIL DE BAILLY (4) was 1L behind 

the aforementioned when competing two runs back. Solid contender racing barefoot. BE BOP MESLOIS 

(7) is yet to win in this discipline. Finished just behind the front pair at this level two weeks ago. Place 

option. BLACKY DE CAMBRON (9) may have progress in him easing in grade. 

Selections 

CAPITOLE MESLOIS (5) - BRASIL DE BAILLY (4) - BE BOP MESLOIS (7) - BLACKY DE 

CAMBRON (9)  



  

 

Race 8 

1. FLORIDA QUEEN - Not sighted on mounted debut eight days ago. Needs sharp 

improvement. 

2. FANTASIA JET - Two placings from three mounted starts. Could bounce back to place form 

after moderate displays in other disciplines. 

3. FUN FOR JET - In and out mounted performer who was down the field in a stronger race 

here 31 days ago. Has ability but frustrating. 

4. FABULEUX HONEY - Placed twice from four mounted starts including at this level eight 

days ago. In the mix. 

5. EVEMAX DES ISLES - Needs to improve upon a down the field effort in a course mounted 

event eight days ago. Unlikely to feature. 

6. EROS DE ROUAISSE - Unexpected 3L winner of a stronger mounted outing here 31 days 

ago. Could replicate as unexposed in this discipline. 

7. EROS DU BECQUET - Needs to bounce back from two moderate mounted runs recently. 

Others boast stronger claims. 

8. EAGLE CLEMAXELLE - Yet to fire since resuming but has plenty of previous good mounted 

form to call upon. Not discounted. 

9. FLASH DU GOUTIER - Infrequent mounted winner who has work to do to get near the main 

protagonists. 

10. EMERAUDE DE BOUGY - DQ'd in a walk-up latest and unplaced in both mounted starts. 

Readily opposed. 

11. GLOWING MOKO - Three DQ's from three starts in discipline. Look elsewhere. 

12. ELTON BALL - Two straight DQ's in other disciplines and makes mounted debut here. Best 

watched unless attracting market support. 

Summary 

EROS DE ROUAISSE (6) has the look of an improving mounted runner. Delivered a solid 

anticipated 3L success in a stronger mounted outing here and may replicate with further 

progress in this discipline. FABULEUX HONEY (4) is one to note after placing in two of four 

mounted starts. Include. EAGLE CLEMAXELLE (8) could feature if showing best form from 

previous campaign. Comes with ability but not shown it for a while. FUN FOR JET (3) can be 

included in multiples as an all or nothing chance. Keep on side. 

Selections 

EROS DE ROUAISSE (6) - FABULEUX HONEY (4) - EAGLE CLEMAXELLE (8) - FUN FOR 

JET (3) 

 


